
 

 

Abstract—This paper describes a new projector-camera 

system which can be used for interactive arts utilizing 

transparent water as a medium between viewers and the arts. 

This system takes advantage of a shortwave infrared (SWIR) 

image for the transparent water detection. In particular, we 

present concrete specifications of the proposed table-top system 

and fundamental image processing techniques for real-time 

water blob detection and image projection to the blobs. 

Through the development of the system, we present a new way 

to use the SWIR image and show a novel interactive art utilizing 

transparent water as a medium.  

 
Index Terms—interactive art, shortwave infrared (SWIR), 

transparent water detection, infrared image processing, 

projector-camera system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

n the field of interactive art [1–10], safe and close mediums 

such as wind and water are in the limelight recently to let 

viewers experience natural interaction with arts. For this 

purpose, there are many systems using wind [9]; and such 

systems have been studied well. On the other hand, few are 

known about the systems with fluid and transparent water; 

and most of those are based on indirect sensing with flow 

rate sensors. Thus, sensing and expression of transparent 

water still leave much matter to be studied. For example, 

[10] is a way to visualize transparent water by using heat 

images. However, it still needs work for application to 

interactive arts because it is difficult to control the 

temperature of the fluids constantly with a high degree of 

accuracy. Therefore, a new transparent water detection 

technique should be realized without using heat images. 

To cope with this problem, in this study, we develop a 

table-top projector-camera system which realizes real-time 

transparent water detection and adaptive interaction with 

the viewers through projection mapping. In this system, 

short-wavelength infrared (SWIR) images [11, 12] are used 

for the stable detection of transparent water. In particular, 

we focused on the fact that water has high SWIR light 

absorption characteristics around 1450nm. 
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Figure 1. Imaging of transparent water blobs. The left and 

right circles point water in a petri dish and those on the table, 

respectively. (a) An image acquired with a CMOS RGB 

camera. (b) An image acquired with an InGaAs camera.  

 

By using an indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) imager 

[13–15] and a band-pass filter, water and damp of objects can 

be visualized distinctly. This is independent of the 

characteristics of the object and temperature of its 

surrounding environment. This paper describes concrete 

specifications of the system, image processing techniques, 

and an actual application of this system to an interactive art 

which realizes interaction between viewers and the art 

through touching with transparent water. 

II.  SYSTEM DESIGN 

Figure 1(a) is an image of transparent water acquired with 

a CMOS RGB camera. Figure 1(b) shows the water blobs 

detected by using SWIR imaging. The water blobs were 

taken as the black regions because the proposed method 

utilizes absorption of SWIR light. This is a fundamental 

principle of the proposed system. 

Figure 2(a) and 2(b) are a whole picture of the proposed 

system and the block diagram which shows processing flow, 
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respectively. The measurement instruments are IR lights 

which emit infrared light over 820nm wavelength (2200K), 

an InGaAs imager which can detect lights from 1000nm to 

1700nm wavelength and a band-pass filter with 1450nm 

center wavelength (full width at half maximum: 

FWHM=50nm), and a CMOS camera with 940nm long-pass 

filter. Those instruments were installed under and above the 

semi-transmissive table as shown in Fig 2(a). The table 

consists of an acrylic plate (1240x940x5mm) and a 

projection film. The development environments and concrete 

specifications of the workstation are as follows. 

 

Computer: HP xw8600 Workstation 

OS: Windows 7 Ultimate x64 

Processor: Intel Xeon X5470 @3.33GHz (8CPUs) 

Main Memory: 4GB 

Graphic Board: NVIDIA Quadro FX 4800 

Programming Language: C# 

Development Environment: Unity 4.6.1 

Software Libraries: OpenCVSharp, ArtCamSDK 

 

As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 2(b), the acquired 

image streams are processed with fundamental algorithms 

such as histogram equalization, noise elimination, and 

morphological operation, etc. in order to extract the water 

blobs obviously. Finally, the detected blobs are expressed as 

a map data with solid model with a set of primitives in order 

to realize the real-time interactive projection mapping. We 

call this map an approximation map (A-MAP). The size of 

the image is 320x256. The image is processed by the 

following procedure to obtain the figures of the water blobs 

clearly as shown in Fig. 3(b) from Fig. 3(a). 

 

1． The captured image by the InGaAs imager is 

converted from a 12-bit raw image into an 8-bit 

grayscale one. The contrast of the image is adjusted 

by the histogram equalization. 

2． A median filter [16] with 5x5 filter window is applied 

to the grayscale image to remove impulsive noise. 

Then the image is binarized with an adaptive 

threshold. 

3． A morphological operation (closing) [17] is applied to 

the image with a 4x4 square structural element to 

remove noise. 

4． In order to obtain the A-Map, a majority decision is 

conducted for every 5x4 pixel blocks, and then the 

result is stored as a two-dimensional 64x64 lattice 

matrix as shown in Fig. 4(b) from Fig. 4(a). The 

A-MAP is used for recognizing the projection target 

area and for the calculation of the collision avoidance 

in the Boids algorithm explained in the next section. 

5． The image acquired by the CMOS camera is used for 

generating a difference image between CMOS and 

InGaAs cameras. The image is used to distinguish 

between the water blobs and the other objects. 

 

 The image processing, the image projection, and overall 

control parts were integrated by using Unity [21]. Unity is an 

integrated development environment (IDE) mainly used for 

game development, and it adopts multi-platforms. Unity has 

a 
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed tabale-top 

projector-camera system. (a) Whole picture of the system. (b) 

Block diagram of  the system. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. (a) Acquired image with SWIR imaging. (b) 

Detected water blobs by the series of image processing. 
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vast of functions used to create multimedia contents such as  

rendering of three-dimensional (3D) objects, physical 

calculation, scene change, input interfaces, callback 

processing, communication between devices, etc.  

  Finally, by using the obtained A-MAP, the individuals of 

the flocks are controlled inside the projection region with 

Boids algorithm in order to generate interactive animation. 

Details of the processing blocks shown as “Calculation of 

Boids Algorithm” and “Generation of Animation” in Fig. 

2(b) are explained in the next section. 

III. APPLICATION TO INTERACTIVE ART 

Figures 5(a)–5(c) show the actual interactive art created by 

using the proposed system. Figure 5(a) is a scene of test on 

the interaction with the A-MAP and Boids [18, 19] algorithm 

without graphical effect. Figure 5(b) shows the graphical 

animation of Boids with particle expression. Figure 5(c) 

shows an actual interaction between a viewer and the art. The 

viewer can change the figures of water blobs, and then the 

graphical animations with Boids projected onto the blobs are 

changed. Concretely, the animation represents the 

computer-generated fishes swim inside the water blobs with 

adaptive behavior. Furthermore, the viewer can create new 

flocks by making new water blobs by adding water or 

separating the blobs on the table. Indeed, the viewer can 

merge the flocks by aggregating the blobs. Naturally, the 

viewer can eliminate the flocks by removing the blobs.  

Specifically, Boids is an algorithm for generating flocking 

animation such as birds, ants, and fishes, etc. The flocking 

animation can be naturally generated by just describing the 

following three rules.  

 

1. Cohesion 

Each individual changes its moving direction to the center 

position of visible flocks. 

2. Alignment 

Each individual aligns its direction and velocity with those 

of the surrounding and visible ones. 

3. Separation 

Each individual keeps the gap with its surrounding ones. 

 

Boids algorithm is easily extendable by adding new rules; 

and the flocks have diversity by adding new rules. In this 

study, we added the following two rules. 

 

4. Wandering 

Each individual converges to a specific object. The position 

of the object can be set arbitrarily. By letting the object 

stroll around, wandering motion of the flocks is generated. 

5. Collision avoidance 

Each individual maneuvers around the collisions such as 

the border. 

 

In Boids, the position of each individual can be calculated 

by using velocities obtained by the aforementioned rules. The 

first three rules are original ones and the others are additional 

rules in this system. The coordinates and velocities of all the 

individuals are updated in every frame by the following 

procedure. After the calculation of velocity by the rules, 

{v1,…, v5} are normalized. Then the weighted sum of them  

 

            
 

Figure 4. Approximation of a water blob with a coarse map. 

(a) Image of the detected blob. (b) Approximated water blob. 
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(c) 

 

Figure 5. The developed interactive art. (a) Projection of the 

approximated map and the positions of boids for system test. 

(b) The Boids with particle expression. (c) Actual interaction 

by a viewer. The viewer can change the figures of the water 

blobs by touching. 
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is calculated by using coefficients defined by a system 

designer. In this regard, a maximum velocity limit is set. In 

the actual calculation process, the following three matrices, 

i.e. Euclidean distance matrix, visibility matrix, and collision 

distance matrix are calculated. Finally, the fishes consisting 

the flocks are illustrated by using light particle [20]. 

 Through the system development and its application, we 

confirmed that the real-time detection and visualization of 

transparent water blobs can be realized with the SWIR 

imaging technique, and some fundamental image processing 

techniques. Furthermore, we realized a new interactive art 

with this system. The proposed system can express one 

hundred individuals with 20 frames per second (fps) in 

average. This frame rate is enough for realizing fundamental 

interactive arts. In this regard, it is desirable to accelerate the 

processing speed to implement more individuals. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 In this paper, we proposed a table-top projector-camera 

system which realizes real-time transparent water detection 

and adaptive interaction with the viewers through projection 

mapping. Compared with the interactive arts with 

conventional mediums, our system and its application entails 

extraordinary experiences to the viewers by using safe and 

close transparent water. So far, the water detection with 

image processing has been realized by using heat images or 

colored water. On the contrary, the proposed system solved 

the problems of those systems, and it is easy to use the system 

in various environments and the viewers can touch the 

transparent water and interact the arts without psychological 

barrier.  

In creation of media arts, especially interactive arts, the 

utilization of Unity is fruitful. This is because between 

artists’ parts such as 3D modeling and art direction, etc. and 

engineers’ ones such as system control, fundamental image 

processing, and implementation of algorithms can be 

obviously separated. Thus, the artists are not required 

knowledge on the detailed programming and can concentrate 

the design of art appearance, interaction, user interface and 

user experience, and art direction, etc.  

 The followings are limitations of the proposed system. In 

this study, we used halogen lamps with IR pass filters as IR 

lighting devices. Halogen lamps can emit bright light. 

However, they also emit non-negligible heat. This deliver a 

damaging blow to the IR filters. To use LEDs is a solution, 

however, SWIR LED is very expensive and they can emit 

very low power light. To cope with those problems, studies 

on the IR light is required more.  

Future works are to develop and implement hand-tracking 

and gesture recognition algorithms in SWIR environment 

and to improve the expression of the interactive art. In order 

to generate more natural flocking motion, the parameters of 

Boids algorithm should be adjustment based on subjective 

evaluation. 
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